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Indian rights leader warns
of govern~ent 'genoci"de'
by Robert J. Kosinski Vernon Wahbunnuwinini, a
representative of the National
· Council of the -American
Indian Movemen t, came to
Northeastern last week as a
guest of t he Union for Puerto
Rican Students, to explain to
students what he called the
"cultural, spiritual, and political genocide" committed by
the United States government
on his people.
He sa id "the indigenous
people of North America and
·-"'---~-i:.:- ...,..~~~•lllf'rica are within the
jaws of a colonial beast" and
cited examples of some 371
treaties he said were violated
by the U.S. in the " 487-year
colonial war."
W ahbunnuwinini says that
the government is still heartily
in t he process of exploiting
land which rightfully belongs
to t he Indian commun ity ,
because of the abundance of
valuable minerals there, and
has resorted to relocating his
people into urban communi-

•

ties, ,if not imprisoning them
for " political" purposes.
He explained that t he

(Cont'd on page 3)

'Better understanding' sought by
UNI police office rs
selves and the st udents.
by Ann F. Holda
Proceeding alphabetically,
In t he past mont hs, many .
the first new police officer is
new faces have appeared on
Roxie Baird. Not a complete
Northeastern's Police Force.
newcomer t-0 UNI's security
Due to UNI's growth and jQb
changeovers six additions have · staff, Roxie ''aspires to be the
first female Chief at UNI."
been made. Among the six,
two are female, all are single , She " likes t he non-traditional
roll job and t he variety the job
and_t he age range is 23 to 30.
offe r s . A s a veteran , she
T he new officers' primary
served as an Air Force
concern is the relationship
journalist and received an
between the students and the
Associates Degree in Journalpolice officers on campus.
ism from Triton College. Roxie
Most of the police officers feel
is working on a · Bachelor's
that their position on campus
Degree in Speech and Performis t o p r otect the students
ing Arts here at UNI. ·Some
and their proper ty . They
day, she might .like to move to
would like to see a better
Europe. In her sparetime she
understanding between themenjoys sky diving, sailing,
scuba _diving, acting as a
hobby, and spending time with
her dog, Choo Choo.
Completely new to the UNI
community, but not police
.work ;is Chuck George. On
leave from Kane County
Deputy Sheriff's Department
· he has received various types
Representatives. The announof police experience. Chuck
cement carried with it much
served as a Sergeant in
fervor and an onslaught of
Army Security· Agency where
lobbyists. The House galleries
he first became interested in
were filled with ERA oppopolice work. While in the
nents and supporte:r:s. Our
agency he worked on disarmgroup would have been unable
ings bombs and other forms of
to attend the House proceed- military _intelligence. Born in
ings at all were it not for the
Alabama and raised in Chiconcern shown by State Repcago , Chuck received · an
resentative Mike Holewinski,
Associates degree in Liberal
(D-17th district). RepresentaArts from Wright - Junior
tive Holewinski aided us by
College and will be pursuing a
leading us, as his guests, to
double major of Psychology
the staff gallery, from which
and Criminal Justice here at
we watched the House action.
Northeastern.
Enough free time was
Chuck believes the students
arranged so that participants
here have a different image of
could visit t he numerous
police than what he would like
historical sites of the area, as
to see. He thinks that the UNI
well as other places of current · police should "treat them as
interest to Illinois residents.
the adults that they are. We
The trip ended on a bright
realize this is a college campus
note, when, despite cold weaa nd not the city streets. "
ther, everyone's car started · However they do have their
immediately.
job to do, while occupying a

Group views Illinois
governlllent
Twelve NIU students spent
two days, (November 21 and
22 ) in Springfield, IL The trip
was arranged to give students
an opportunity to view various
activities of our state government. It was planned and
sponsored by the Political
Science Club, with the cooperation of Dr. Charles Pastors, of
the Political Science Depart ment.
While in Springfield, students heard sever al cases
argued before t he Supreme
Court of Illinois. Later, participants were able to watch the
Illinois State Senate as it
debated numerous motions for
veto-overrides and Governor
Thompson's Class-X legislation.
On November 22, an announcement was made that the
Equal Rights Amendment
would be introduced on the
floor of the Illinois House of

American Indian Movement
has never been more active in

Friday, December 9,
will be the fin al day
for payment of tuition
fees for the winter
trimester.

•

ID

•
action

low key position on campus.
While he is not on duty,
Chuck enjoy s most sport s ,
especially horseback riding. He
is a musician, playing both the

guitar and piano.
Frank Gy_ondla, a long time
veteran at UNI has worked as
(Cont'd on page 4)

Yiddish a dwindling
language, but
popular study
" Compared to Hebrew as a
language and as literature,
Yiddish is a veritable babe in
the woods." This was part of
the thrust of Professor Ely
Liebow's address to approximately thirty-five persons at
the Northeastern Illinois University Commuter Center on
Wednesday, November 9 as
part . of the P .1.E. seminar
" The Jews ". Yiddish as a
language is but 1000 years old,
and developed along t he west
bank of the Rh ine , said
Professor Liebow, but Yiddish
as a viable, sprightly, delightful literature began only about
125 year_s ago. Because of the
great veneration for the holy
tongue - Hebrew, few writers
indeed even thought of writing
in Yiddish.
The breakthrough came,
according to Professor Liebow,
with some early dramatists in
the mid-nineteenth century ,
and essentially through the
three so-called fathers of
Yiddi s h li teratur e : Mendele
Seforim, Sholom Aleichem ,
and I.L. Peretz. They all wrote
about the Shtet'l (the tiny
towns that Jews were herded

into by the authorities). Probably no writers were ever so
close to and so much a part of
their reading audience. It is
not trµe that they all saw the
shtet'l as a warm, lovely place.
The people of the shtet'l were
genuinely religious ; the_ Sabbath became a true day of rest,
prayer, and study, but the
writers, especially Mendele,
satirized t he ills that they
found in t heir midst, especially
any chicanery or self-seeking
on the part of t he shtet'l
elders.
·A large part of the questionand-answer session was spent
in speculating on the future of
Yiddish as a language and
Yiddish literature. According
to Professor Liebow many
colleges are now offering
courses in Yiddish and Yiddish
literature, the latter usually in
translation, but the numbers
of those speaking Yiddish has
been dwindling. A questioner
told Professor Liebow that she
heard t he Yiddish language
was having a renaissance. She
wanted to know if he agreed.
"In the words of the people in
the · shtet'l," he said, "from
your mouth to God's ear."

T
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people are not as hospitable
also aware that this is not the
because of this, and I think it
case in other departments.
stinks! Some of the aides are
We all know that every
not
the most pleasant people
activity organized by the
in the world, either.
CCAB students (Black or
My tuition and taxes are
, White!!!) isn't perfectly profespaying for this "school," and I
sional.
BUS
SO·
WHAT????
.
. -.
violets are blue
We have only the highest · want service, not schlock. I
school it is not the fault of the
if
there
was
a
racist
at
the
hope the school officials and
praise
for Ms. Janice Dawson
Dear Editor,
entertainment committee. If
show
the aides get their collective
for her insight, foresight and
Being the M.C. for this more Black people came to
I'm sure it was you.
acts together , because the
spirit in providing students a
year's talent show and also the witness the show than others,
To
Print,
you
did
a
usually
students
and therefore the
genuine
learning
experience
for
individual being so ludicrously also with info about it
good job of ignoring (18 Nov. acquiring organizational skills
school, it's reputation, and the
labeled racist . I am. not everywhere within the school,
issue) another hard worked (that will be of value throughcommunity as a whole will
responding primarily because who would you blame?
contribution
by· a committee out their lifetime.)
suffer. (Don't print my last
About the M.C. (me) I
of the label , because I
who
just
happened
·t
o
be
name. I don't want my
The
Trial
and
Error
Method
understand where the anony- directed my jokes-and poetry
Black. (the letter to the Editor is part of what " sincere"
printouts or decks to be
mous letter writer is coming at the audience. I am sorry
huh!). I openly accuse Print of universities are all about. If
" LOST, " if you know what I
from . I am aware of the you felt slighted, but I
being the zenith of racism at students are provided with a
mean.
difficulty involved in accepting understand. I have been aware
Northeastern.
Signed Richard
place to 'tfy'; prior to entering
the fact that contrary to T.,V. fo r some t ime now , how
In closing, I respond to the the real work world, then the
commercials Black people are bigo t ed minds function , I
comment about being bias university is a failure.
not always the only " one" or should have known that in
I wish to thank the followtoward any act - I think your
THE BLACK CAUCUS CLUB
"two " in the crowd . The reading 10 poems, 1 about
ing
organizations and clubs for
"got-damn" mind is warped.
majority of " volunteers" for Black women, 1 about Viet
helping
to make our second
Willing to sign
this year's talent show were Nam , 3 about astrology, 1
annual INTERNATIONAL
I am writing this letter in
Jimmie
Ross
Black and I must add, tht the about my life, 2 about
DAY FAIR a huge success on
frustration and anger to the
entire entertainment commit- America, 3 about Africa, and 1
Thursday , November 17 in
computer center facility. For a
tee did an unbelievably fan- about my mind, that the mere
Alumni Hall :
school the size of UNI and
t astic job . These people gall of having the nerve, live Dear Editor :
ORGANIZATION OF Awith the growing number of
on
stage
with
a
bigoted
mind
This
letter
is
NOT
a
reply
worked hard. They invested
student
s
taking
computer
sci-.
RABIC
STUDENTS,
their precious time and came in the audience, read aloud 3 directed to that poor, dis ence
classes
,
the
services
FRENCH
CLUB,
GERMAN
up, with a show that they all poems visibly acknowledging turbed, pathetic and uninprovided
are
deplorable.
KeyCLUB,
RUSSIAN
CLUB,
my love and concern for formed creature who hated the
should be proud of.
punch machines are constantly
SPANISH CLUB, CLUB ITAfrica,
as
well
as
my
appreciafact
that
there
were
Blacks
on
There is also a good chance
busy, with people waiting and
ALIANO, STUDENTS FOR
that the "concerned" but not tion of Black women. I'm quite the Student Activity Board as
waiting
and waiting to use
IRAEL,
POLISH STUsure
that
had
J
read
some
,
well
as
more
Black
students
willing student didn't notice
them.·
Often,
there
is
some
DENTS'
ALLIANCE
all of the signs· that were all poems about Liverpoole, than White students particilittle thing wrong with the
GREEK STUDENTS As'.
France
or
Poland,
that
the
pating
in
the
Annual
Talent
over and around Northeastern
m! chine when you finally get SOCIATION, FOLK DANCE
University. These signs were letter written last week may Show.
to use it, which causes one to CLASS, COMMUTER CENThis letter is to the Print
asking all U .N. I. students have never existed. So dear
become angi:ier than one TER. And, of course, all who
interested , to report and concerned but now tilling to and to the UNI community
. already is. The turn around attended the fair. Attendance:
sign
your
name,
not
wanting
who
were
exposed
to.
another
audition at a specific place and
time has been exceptionally over 1,000.
time. Now if more Blacks you to feel left out, I have a spell of a one-sided, narrow,
rotten,
with waits of from from
\Ye are now working on the
· limited, contagious disease
responded than Whites with composition for you:
· called racism.
five hours to several days third annual International Day
all info about the show around
roses arP red
being experienced. I realize Fair. Join us next year!
IF we were not in a school
that we are getting a new
Dr. B. Galassi, Chairman
in an all-white community ;
terminal and that the repair Foreign Language Department
where the student ration were
not 90% white; where there are
still some departments that
have no Black faculty or staff; f?" PRINT, the officially recognized stuaent newspape~
and others which play 'bus
serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis
company' and display ' toAve., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS• NURSING BOARDS
kens ' ; . , . etc.
the regular academic year. Material published herein is not
Flexible Program• & Hours
We say IF the aforemento be confused with views expressed by ~~e university
CJ"here IS• difference!!!
administration. ·
tioned were not the true facts,
For Info rmation Please Call ,
The editors have sole authority governing all material
the letter would have been
~-H
2050 W. Devon
submitted and· reserve the right 'to edit' copy. · Editing
valid. However, since there is
Ch icago , Ill. 60645
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material.
only one Black faculty member
TEST PREPARATION
1312) 764 5151
SPECIALISTS SINC E 1938
in CCAB
and one or two ' Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
non-white secretarial staff, . . .
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
the letter is ludicrous!!!
PRIOR~ THE EXAM. STARTIN G SOON:
Late copy or • material that does not conform to the
· We are aware that there are
GRE-LSAT...0-MAT-OCAT~CHRISTMAS MCAT
standards set forth under Print publication policy will be
several Black student~ (as well
SAT
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will publish,
as several white students)
OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE: 800·'13•1782
a
t their discretion , any letters to the editor,
working in this area. We are
Centers In Ma jor US Cit ies Toront o, Puerto Rico and Lugalo, Switzer land
announcements, articles, photos, advertising, or other
submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters L o the editor.
Unsigned
letters will not be published, but names will be
We are opening °"r house to
withheld and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
are discouraged.
The Office of Print is open daily and is loca.ted in room ·
E -049, north of the cafeteria . .Our tel~phone number is
fi£ STAURAN1
583-4050, extensions 508 and 509. After 9:00 PM or
C OCKTAI LS
after the switchboard is closed,' call direct 583-4065.

letters

l
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Editor-in-Chief .. .... .. .... ..... ........ ....... ...... ... Robert J. Kosinski
Associate Editor .. ......... ..... ...... ........ ........ Diana L. Saunders
Business Manager ........... .... .... .. .......... .. .. Mitchell S. Braun
Sports ·Editor ...... ......... .... ...... ... ............ ..... ..... .... John Stepal ·.'
.Photo·Editor .. ......... .... ....... ..... ... .. .'.... ... .... .. .. .. Cindy Hagerty

Enjoy the Smorgasbord
of Oriental Delights
lunch $2. 79 dinner S4.25 '
All You Can Eat!
New Hours: .

STAFF: Larry Brittan. Jerome V. Brown, Kathy Brozek,
Duan e Cerny, Tom Grossmayer, S ue Lamb, Ross
Helfand, Rich Michal,. Dan Pearson, Siddy Ziegler.

Monday thru Friday
Lunch 11 :00 a.m . - 3:00 p.m.
Din ner 5:00 p.m. - 9 :00 P:m.

~~_OTOGRAPHERS: Rena Fellner, James Gross, Ann
F . Holda, Dolora Jung, Bili Sa0:ford.

Satu rday & Sunday
Lu nch 11:00 e.m . • 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m .

5854 N. LINCO&.N

•

334■ 5252
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Bus service-running ·
steady from suburbs-

commentary

A . talent for
misunderstanding
mooct ot Mr. hoss or tne
content of his thoughts, because the denial of the charge,
by the Editor of this publication would otherwise mean
about as mu.ch as Ross ' s
by Robert J. Kosinski
contribution did to he. who
I have long-ago found that addressed us November 18.
when .harsh criticism arises,
Let it suffice to say that
the best bet is just to "let when one is vaulted into the
sleeping dogs lie" and go on to , public eye, in one way or
the next business at hand.
another, criticism, no matter
I refer, of course, to a Letter how unjust, is to be expected
to the Editor this week , and accepted. If Mr. Ross does
written by Mr. Jimmie Ross, not realize. this, he should have
which addresses itself to a never taken the stage as
letter written in the November Master of Ceremonies of the
18 issue and, in the process, CCAB Special Events Talent
refers .to this publication as Show.
"the z~nith of racism at
If Mr. Ross felt he did an
Northeastern. " The letter was admirable job as the MC, I, as
written prior to the Thanksgiv- an observer of the show,. would
ing holiday, so we hope that not disagree. He appeared to
time has served to alter the ente~tain the majority of

"With effervescing opinions,
the quickest way to let them
get flat is to let them get
exposed to the air."
Oliver Wendell Holmes

persons present with sem1-mtriguing commentary and poetry that rhymes. But you can't
please everybody, and you
shouldn't have to try to.
The Talent Show created a
lot of hard feelings, most of
which were not expressed
through the pages of Print.
Mr. Ross chastises the Print
for publishing one person's
opinion in what the Editor
feels is one of the most
important sections jn the
publication. Thoughts should
not be repressed so they would
only kindle and intensify.
We come to- college to learn,
so let's cut out-the games, lest
our front page brings us a
flood of letters from anti-Indians, anti-police, anti-Semites,
and anti-Political Science majors.

by Donald Czowiecki
Since the beginning of
· September, students coming to
Northeastern Illinois University from the northern part of
Chicago and northern suburbs
have had a special transportation service available to ,them.
This special service is a bus
that comes directly to the
school, along a route starting
in ,downtown Evanston, picking up passengers at designated areas along the way.
The project is a Chicago
Transit Authority operated
route being funded by the
Regional Transportation Authprity. According to Richard
Brazda of the R.T.A . , the
route has been put to use by
students, but it is really just a
fair start ..
The bus is operational only
on school days, with the fare
being 50 cents without a
transfer and 60 cents with one.
Each bus arrives at the school
ten minutes before each hour
of class, .with the first bus
arriving at 7:50 a.m., and a
bus leaves the s·chool ten

minutes after every tiour. No
buses have been arranged for
evening classes as of this date.
The actual route comes
through Evanston, Skokie,
and Lincolnwood, but it also
serves students coming from
Morton Grove, Wilmette, and
other northern suburbs. Due to the intersecting bus routes
that cross the path of the
Northeastern Illinois U-bus,
students may transfer from
local buses onto the special
bus.
With the arrival of winter,
and the bad weather that
comes with it, the bus service
will provide an _excellent
solution to the winter traveling
problems of students. Instead
of trying to start the car and
drive it in terrible conditions, a
safe and timely ride to the
school is an ideal way to come
and go.
Students in~erested in finding out more information can
obtain a route map from the
Information Center in the
Beehive.

STUDENTS!
'Genocide'
trying -to presei:v-e-his- culture _
through spiritual, traditional,
and elective means.
He says they have done
much in the areas of alcoholic
and penal reform among his
people and have set up child
crisis centers and "Survival
Schools" to give children from
grade 1 to high school a more
culturally-bassed education
which he says cannot be
attained in the public school.
He said that whatever
recent successes that the
Movemen_t has had has been
largely due to t he bargainiqg
strength given them by the 85
percent of uranium deposits
a nd 30 percent of this
country's fossil fules which is
lo cated within the Indian
territories. He decried, however, the Carter administration 's refusal to meet with
I ndian leaders.
Wahbunnuwinini says that

the MoyemeJ1t. f ls close ties
with ~erto Rican communities because of what he sees as
a similar destiny.
He adds that the success of

0
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PIZZA
IN THE PAN

BEER. coc KTAIL5'. Wlfl!E
C h<1 r brod e d G ullib urq er s.
E Rd is • (h,, •••n • Sieok,

METROPOLITAN DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Attn: COLLEGE REP PROGRAM
4444 W . Berteau, Chicago , Ill. 60641

T

M
0

l 8808 Milwaukee Ave. H
E

(Corn• , Mdwovl.•f' I O•mp,t•• )

S JSSS W. Dempster St. R
Skokie: 675-2300
1( 0,n., o.mpt.ff'r & C•t1tro l Pl,

________________________

Do Your -C hristmas Shopping Early!!
Come Retreat With Us at

t~-~ -7S
Gt~p
H

The UNI Student Senate
is currently compiling-a booklet of students,- f acuity re-commendations. Evaluation
forms will be made available
to students in a final drive
on Tuesday - Friday from
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. in the
Village Square. Deadline for
the return of forms is Friday,
December 16.
The Senate urges all st~, dents to assist, in this effort.

A

·N

Niles: 298-2100

the Indian
movement
is impor-·
.
·t.-. ~
S~
.. .
tant to all. ·
·
"We are advocating for our
own survival as well as the
survival of the enemy."

SALES REP: Campus and area representation
tor Olympia Beer! Merchandising, selling and
public relations are part of Oly's pl,ans for the _campus marketplace. Business and /or sales experience
a plus . Send brief personal biography to :

I•

LUNCH-DINNER
LATE SNACKS

(cont'd from page 1)

E

VILLA DESIDERATA ON PISTAKEE e·Av
on Friday, Dec. 16 - Sunday, Dec. 18
SPECIA~ GUEST: KINKI THE CLOWN
REGISTER by Dec. 9 in the CAMPUS MINISTRY OFFl~E, RM. 0-007
COST: $23.00

TH EM E: ADVENT/CHRISTMAS

SPONSORED BY CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

2727 W. Howard St.
Chicago: JJJ-2166

/
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(cont 'd from p age 1)
.The Art Club, at .Nort~heastern Illinois University , is'
sponsoring its annual Art Fair, on Thursday, December 8, and
Friday, December 9, 1977, between 10:00 A.M. to 3:00 P .M. It
will be 'held at the Village Square, outside the Commuter Center
· ·area.
.
. ___
- · .
Students will be displaying -'a nd · selling• paintings, graphics,
dra~ings, sculpture, jewelry, · ceramics and various -handrafted
items. , ·
·- E~eiyone is cordially invit~ to attend this affair.
.

.

.

.

·.

,The U.N.I. Oper~ Workshop will present "AChristmas Carol"
on Thursday, December i and Friday, December 2, ·at 8:00 p.m.
. in J}:le university audi);orium. A special ,Sunday performal}CE! will
i>e:oecember 4 at 3:00. The opera is based on the original story
by Charles Dickens and is set to music by Dr. Ronald -Combs
(Associate Professor of Musi~) Northeastern Illinois University.
Tickets are $3.00 at the door: ·Free to U.N.I. students with. I.D.
The Po-Poree Players of Interpreters Thea;tre will present
Eudora Welty's LILY DAW AND THE THREE ·LADIES;
directed by Jerry Bloom, plus .selections from M*A*S*H, DR.
$EUSS, and Robert Frost's WILD GRAPES.
.
The program will be at 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday, December
2 & 3 in F 109. Admission is free.
·
·
Featured _performers will be: JERRY BROWN, HELEN
GETTO , HILDY HOPPENSTAND, JENNIFER MUELLER,
JOAN REPORTO, MARY CAY ROBERTS, BILL ROBINSON,
and DEBBIE SLATER.
.
THE COMMITTEE TO DEFEND JOSE LOPEZ is planning
a series of political and education workshops dealing with the
activities of the Grand Jury. 'These activities will take place on ·
Campus,
Local people and . faculty members will conduct these
, workshops. i f your club is willing to participate or endorse t his
activity, piease contact Nelson Armour (Educa. Foundtions) or

Local people and faculty ll/-embers will cond·uct these
workshops. If your club is willing to participate or endorse this
activity, please contact Nelson Armour (Educa. F_o undations ext.
8329) or Mary Marzotta (Criminal Just. Pg. ext. ,8214).
·
Committee to Defend Jose Lopez .
JOBS FOR PSYCH STUDENTS: A free job matching service
is available through the Careers in P,11ychology Office. Inquiries
should be directed to room S-313D.
EARTH SCIENCE CLUB. DINNER DA~CE: The fourth
annual event will be .held on Friday, December 9, 1977 at Major.
Hall, 5660 W. Grand with cocktails at 7:00, dinner at 8:00. The
price of $7.00 includes full course sit. down dinner, music, and
.open bar. For tickets contact Earth Science Club members· in
S· 130 or call ext. 737 for niore information.
EARTH . SCEINCE CLUB MEETING: There will be a
meeting for Earth Science Club members on Thursday, .December
8 at 1:00 in S-120. This will be the last meeting of the trimester,
and election.of 'officers _will take place.·
· . .THE WOI\,:EN'S SERViCES BOARD needs·one more student
member. AU interested .students can pick up an application in the
Women's Services Office ·- B-114.
'
·
· WOMEN IN THE CRMI?IJAL JUSTICE SYSTEM will be the
topic of the Tuesday December 6; 1 P .M. Brown Bag Seminar.
Mary Marzotto and Pat Sadow of UNI'.s Crimina_l Justice
rrogram will be the resource_persons _for 1:l. discussion of one of
the most urgenfissues affecting )VOmen todya. All welcome; free
refreshments .. Sponsored by the _W omen's Stu<ljes Pro~ani, x423.
THE STUDENT · SENATE of; N~rtheastem · will . \l,old it~
· December meetings on December · 5 and 19. All are invited ' to
attend.
THE CHARTER REVIEW BOARD meet~ every Tuesday at

10 am.

STU-DENTS!'
Earn$$$ During School Break.
_
Typists, Transcribers, Clerks, Figure Help
You are needed - Come in. Bring a friend
or relative.
·
VtCTOR TEMPORARIES
919N . Michigan Ave., 751.·2306.

100 W . Monroe, 782-6244

Special Events Coordinator for
the Commuter Center and also ,
as an Instructional Comrnuni·
cations Operator in Learning
Serv.ices. He' -sees his new
· position as one ·of protection
for the students, their interests ·
and investments. When he was
a student ·. here he saw many
things . happen which he be·
lieved could have been pre·
vented at that 't ime with more
adequate security .
He enjoys working with
people-and had been a member ·
of a Circus where he worked as
a clown for three summers. He
likes working and helping
people and is looking forward

·George

very dif~erent type of job _to
become a police officer. She
has previously worked as a
_bank supervisor, but has had
experience with police work,
having, worked, the ·past f:ive
. years as '. a part' time store
· de_tectiye. When asked how she
likes her new job she responded, ' 'I love it, I wouldn't
be here ifl couldn't handle it."
. ·She enjoys the people . very
much and has found everyone
. very helpful and friendly.
Donna _feels that you have to
have a · certain ·personality to
be a Police Officer. As a female ·
· she feels that ·" you have· to .
prove yourself to th.em that
you can handle yourself." The

believes he can "learn alot
from the other police officers."
Many of the people · here are
from different departments of
police work and being exposed
to this is important for him.
Tom's interests include rac- ·
quetball and fitness in general.·
The next person who has
been added to the Police force
is Dennis Shaw. Shaw, who
has worked as a student aide
for security for the · past
fourteen months, recently at·
tended Police Training Insti
attended Police Training Insti. tute along with · Roxie Baird
and Tom . Rebollar to. receive
Shaw
Baird
their ·status of Police Officer
to the experience he will get One. A veteran of the Army,
other police officers shouldn't
from the job. His future plans Dennis served as an NCO in
and can't look after you. You
include finishing his degree, charge of a small village. He is
cannot be afraid and you have
presently · Communications . presently working for a Bach- _ to know what is happeajng .
t hrough Kaskaskia, and ~ OV·. elor' s degree in Speech •and
At the present time Donna ·
ing to the East Co~st.
knows what she wa'nts in life
Performing Arts. Eventually
'Frank would . "like to see a he would like .to move to a
and that is to be a Police
better understanding between police unit in a smaller · Officer here a t Northeastern.
the students and the Police on municipal department.
She would like to .finish a
campus," and feels this could
degree in Criminal Justice and
His favorite song is ·a Neil
be achieved through more Diamon,d hit entitled, "You're
Sociology. Her free time is
open communic,ation.
spent either on the disco druice
So Sweet, Horseflies Keep
Frank's free time is spent Hangin' Arqund Your Face."
floor or at a target and skeet
working with electronics, rnak- shooting range. '
ing things from wood and
· Here you have the six new
reading.
police officers, unfortunately _
Fourth on the · list· is Tom
you may never h_a ve tl:ieRebollar. Torn has been in- ·
opportunity to sit down and
volved with security at Loyola
talk with them the way I ,did
and the Illinois Institute · of
. and that is too bad because
Technology. He is working on
they · are really great people
a· Bachelors in S_panish here at
meet.. They are here to help
Northeastem and would like to
.and be of service to you as a
. continue at Loyola in• the
student. Through my ·conver· Criminal Justice Program.
sations with them, they came
Eventually Tom, a native
through as honestly wishing to
Chicagoap. would like to be_b uild a be~ter relationship with
come a Chicago Police Officer.
the people they serve. Com- •·
He is very interested in his
munication is a two way ·_
work here and feels he .will
street, so next time you meet a
receive a ·wide range of police
security officer, say hello. You
_experience. Because -of the
Tristano
may be glad you did. ·
people he works with, Tom
Besides ~usic; Dennis's ~p~e
'
(Photos by Aim F. Holda)
time is spent playing racquet·
ball, bowling, ' reading, -and
performing· magic tricks. .
· · Dennis feels "On the whole,
working at Northeastern has
had very few negative aspects
· in regard to working with. the
public. Most of these have
involved parki ng lot situations. r belie;ve negative encounters in · the parking lot
would be reduced if the public
would realize that we don't
formulate policy here, we only
enforce it.'.'
The last • but certainly not
the least is Donna Tristano.
•· •:
Among the new officers Donna
Rebollar
Gyondoia
is the only ,one who has left a

to

'1·~_1,:·)· \~.
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boiling pot
a section ol entertainment

No reSt for cafeteria
clean-up squad
by Diana L. Saunders
You think you're up to your
neck in garbage? Well, just
imagine what it is like for the
cafeteria.
"Each morning begins the
same. The guys come around
with their final offer of beauty,
usually a wet mop. Boy does
that feel good. Then comes
8:00 a.m. At 8, Food Service
opens up, breakfast. My tables
hate syrup, 'cause it always
lands in their faces. When
people are done eating they
leave. Nobody t hinks to throw
garbage in one of the cans. No
matter how close a person is
sitting to a can it usually lands
on the floor. If it's food , ot her
people rub it in.
Then comes lunch. I hate
lunch worse than breakfast.
There are more people and
more garbage. Tables are all
filled, even after people leave.
Drinks are spilled, and after
they dry it gets sticky. When
someone does throw the garbage out, if t hey miss the can,
oh well , Comm uter Center
cleans it. But they don't get
around to me until about 3:00
p.m.
My vending area is alway s
messy. Pop is spilled, wrappers dropped on the floors. I
just thank Cliff I don't have a
popcorn machine. Unicom has

one, and you should hear her
gripe. PEOPLE . ARE SUCH
SLOBS. There are times when
I wonder what their houses
look like. I mean, I could
understand , if they were too
young to know better, but in
College?!!!!
At 3:00 this guy comes in to
start cleaning. First, my tables
are cleared off, a n d chair s
pushed in. That really feels
good, a real load off my back.
Then they 're washed. No more
spills , spots, or whatever.
Finally comes t he floor. By
t his time there's two guys. The
brooms feel good. Like a -back
rub, ya know? Plus if t here are
any spills, 1 get those mopped
up, too.
Nights I really look forward
to. I am alone, except for an
ogcasional security person .
There's no mess, no hassle.
But, if you want to hear who
has it bad, it is Unicorn. For
as small as she is, people hit
her hard.
Just once I'd like to see the
majority of students picking
up after themselves. · But, of
course, t hat's impossible. "
Of course, this is all
hy pothetical. The cafeteria
can't talk, but if it could I
wonder how close I would be?
E very day, over 8000 students, staff, and faculty use

our Cafeteria. From 6 a.m. to
10 p.m. 12 guys known as
Commuter Center Staff attempt to keep it presentable.
The ratio is about 666 students
to one employee. but the
cafeteria isn't the only t hing
they clean. The whole Commuter Center, Unicorn, Service
Desk, Auditorium, halls from
the Old library to t he West
Hall, Science Building Pit, and
Library Vending Area, as well
as conference room set-ups
have to be done.
For two days I worked with
t he evening crew. I thought it
was easy. Boy, was I wrong.
The tables never seemed to
end.· The floors went on and
on. I mean, I've done t his at
home before, but t his place is
at least 10 times bigger.
Yamoak was the guy I was
with mostly. He was really
patient with me (and I'd like
to t hank him!).
There's nothing special a•
bout any of t hem or t heir job.
They just do it without gripes
no matter how messy. Some of
them have been doing it for a
few years. P eople just don 't
seem to care.
So what if they are getting
paid for it? Does that mean
you have to make it all t he
harder for them?

buttered popcorn
(cont'd lrom page 8)
that t his is not t he real. West.
And then to state t hat he
wants to show us a picture of
t he r eal west. Str a in s of
Beethoven's Fifth and we are
all back in the good old 1870's.
The use of the da-da-da-dah,
da -da -da-dah to reinforce
changes of mood or incidence
is continued throughout the
entire piece. It accomplishes
little but raise eyebrows in
what comes tumbling across
t he wide screen of an accomplished work of superior
filmmaking.
Lelouch fills t he screen with
gold nugget scenes stru n g
together to amuse, to touch, to
excite, and to share with the
a u dience his love of the

American western.
Scenes of Caan teaching his
young son to shoot, the French
photographer (Frahcis Huster)
trying · to sell his studio and
ending up selling the prospective buy er on t he idea of
leaving France and go ing
along to America, t he saloon
girl-turned-schoolmarm (Susan
Tyrell ) teaching t he fron tier
abc's. A is appaloosa. B is for
Bullet. C is for corral.
ANOTHER MAN, ANOTH·
E R CHANCE takes its time in
developing and tells a story
that covers seven years in the
lives of the veterinarian and
the photographer. We get to
know t he characters way
before they even meet t hem·

selves. And when they do meet
about an hour into the two
hour and fifteen minute film it
is at the boarding school run
by the ever-enjoyable Susan
Tyrell. The meeting echoes
Lelouch 's greatest triumph, A
MAN AND A WOMAN, in
which the parents met and
grew into a relationship
through their children.
Claude Lelouch has made a
beautiful and intelligent contribution to . the western . film
canon. It deals wit h real people
with down-to-eart h problems
a nd understandable doubts
and feelings. This F rench
western is as authentic as
sagebrush and a most welcome
immigrant, indeed.

It'll never end. [Photo by Diana Saunders]

Chem. Dept. presents
'Retort' awards
by Baruch Schur
The Chemistry Department
held its annual " Silver Retort
Award " presen t a t ion on
Thursday, November 11, in the
Commuter Center.
Dr. Frank Dobbs, Dean of
Arts and Sciences at U.N.I.,
presented t he Silver Retort
award to Michael Goon e.
Michael received t he award for
his knowledge of chemical
trivia.
Ot her awards present ed
were: The 1977 Quant Student
of the Year A ward, received by
J oyce Rimell for having the
highest average in Quantitive Analysis.
The 1977 Senior of the year
A ward , received by Mary
Lingenfelser for her 4.93
cummulative average.
The Graduate tudent of the
Year Award , received b y
Blaise Arena, for his work in
Chemical research. The Grad
student award is not presented
annually. It is only awarded
when the Chemistry Dept . .
finds a deserving st udent.
· Last year's Silver Retort
winner , Nick Choporis, received t he unprecedented " Order of the Bull" award for his
essay on the newly discovered

fi ctitious element, COND OMINIUM . His complete
essay went as follows:
·
The newly discovered - element, condominium, was discovered by scien ti sts (and
people in general ) who were
looking for a way to own their
own living quarters without
having to take care of it.
Condominium was created
from t he old and well known
element apartmentium. Synt hesis of condominium is
accomplished by engineers by
first obtaining a supply of
apart mentium , and bombarding it wit h a beam composed of
"$ " particles . his converts
ground state apartmentiu m
into an excited , attractive
looking state called " for sale,
condominium", which quickly
undergoes relaxation with t he
concomittant cessation of the
advertising phenomenon to the
· final state, called " sold condominium " . This new ~lement
is being synthesized ever ywhere t hese days, being much
simpler to mass produce and
much less costly t han the
similar element " house". It
requires much less care and
provides a good profit return
upon sale.
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1llenmark's Tuborg Beer, long a

IS

a brew that would achieve authentic , exclusively in · Europe. In addition,

worldwide symbol of Danish pride in

European character and appeal to

Tuborg Gold uses 100% imported

the brewing art, will soon be available

U.S. tastes was accomplished by a

hops. No other. U.S. brewer matches ·

across the United States. Tuborg Gold

team of Danish and American brewing

that. Tuborg Gold is brewed with pure,

will now be brewed in the U.S. under

technicians headed by Carling Nation-

crystal water, quite similar to the

Danish supervision and represents a

al's Director of Brewing & Technical

water in Denmark and equal to the

coalition of the great skills and exper-

Services.

best water in the world.

tise of Carling National's brewing

]n developing

ffot;g for the U.S.

ij!'he Tuborg Gold formula calls for

people and ·the brewers of Tuborg in

market, our

irector ~ d his co-

- the use of .Danish yeast, a pedigreed

Copenhagen. Together they a

workers w. e exacting tas, .asters1

str l 1 maintained under the strictest

strict adherence to the quality ton ro

determi

stat darcls. Tuborg Gold is fer mented

.

I

standards that have made \Tuborg

'\

~ that the brand w

'R

Id re-

redit on both the historic

.

\

twice. '!}Pe second fer mentation, a

Gold a favorite in many nations~ ,ild-

rocess, is of decisive im-

ing a wide reputation for excellence.

rtance for the fiual quality of the

{the Carling National Breweries,

beer. It affects the natural car bona-

l!}c., is brewing · world-famed Tubor
Beer at four C
in the U ·

~

· n:g.Mf

•onal pla

~ ipn, smooth taste and drink ability
s

that are Tubo_r~

States under ~n.~ee- ·
duced to U.S. beer drinke

early in 1972 by

ment

I

late in

1972 in select markets. However, now

ational and United Breweries
]t took more than 60 trial brews at

the entire country is being opene( to

history-maki g alliance made available

the Carling . National plant in Balti-

Tuborg Gold so that it will be a~ail-

to Carling Na\ ional the research, tee , -

before th :• Carling National

nology, and 1roduct developmen

and the Danish technicians ·

-

able throughout the United States.

1J n August ~,f 19-76 American bl

ed

.•

pertise acqu , ed by Tubor '

b ;ought in from Copenhage11. were

masters of the art of brewing over the

product

years in which they mad-e the. brand a .
.

ropean beer,

American brewing expertise to "~~~ ~ ,.,.,,,n:n
•

•

rep~ta ion

J he first d ·me .· icall

(Vh~ task of blending Dani

order ·to be more closely
with its Danish

favorite in virtually every nation that
imports.beer.

Tuhorg beca.nie ·•Tuborg Gol ' in

o-row

f<>r . the U.S. product to
opt the gold label with its distinctive

m~bi-~~.-r

United States, the same variety used

ript lettering found on the Danisn
Tuborg package).

·
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12 ounce Goblet
$1.45

YOU K ~ PP . ~E . GLASS
Yes, Decembe{ is Tubo .g
Gold month at t~e P a nn.

't,

#

With the_ purcha ,, . f any
sandwich you can buy · her
a 12 _ounce Tubor - Gold
Goblet, · 1='- . .45 or a 40
_ouncy
,; 'uborg -~ I Mug, for
I
$2.90, filled with BEER and
you _eep the glass. Goblets
and ,gs are limited to one
per per on each da .

TOWE SO'
T-SHIR
- - S-M-L-X
· -A USSIE HATS.~ S-M-L L
SERVING TRAYS ~ SMALL METAL
AYS~6"

Tt\is is 1n exclusive for
the Plt" nn. They're the
first i11 the - Metropolitan
~rea' (
icago · _to - ever
have sue a special sale.
Also ot ,_r,,.S · Tuborg
'
Gold items are availa •~e fo_r
'

.

_friends a~ great gifts for t e
Holiday Season. ,
- \
1

;

I

TUBORG o ·R INKING _ .HORNS
PLUS
ounce
.

.

.
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make fine viewing

.:.

by Dan Pearson

F r a ncois T ru ffau.t ' s THE
MAN WHO LOVED WOMEN appears on . the surface
to be an almost whimsical
comedy about a middle-aged
womanizer. The " skirt--chaser"
will go to , great lengt hs to
secure a liason with anyone
who cat<;hes his alway s roving
eye.
Ou r first encou n ter with
Bertrand is in a laundry. He
ca tches sight of a shapely leg
and follows its owner to her
vehicle, where he is only able
t o wri t e down t he license
number. He then crashes his
own car in order to get t he
address from t he insurance
company. When the desired
information ' is p r ovided he
t racks the young lady down to
her distant out-of-town home
to arrange a meeting in a local
cafe.
·
This Bertrand is · quite a
persistent fellow. One of his
conquests remarks that it is
difficult to refuse him anything. He has a way of asking
as if his life was at stake. The
gentleman, played by Charles
Denner, is no Gallic version of
Paul Newman. Short, dark,
and intense, he presents an
· image of a man who is
constantly uncomfortable.
He can make love but is
incapable of feeling love.
Mature relationships are beyond his doing. His primary
satisfaction in life comes from
reading. All that remains of
the parade of women are
drawers filled wit~ letters and
photos of the vast numbers
who have fallen under his
charm.
Bertrand prefers the company of women to that of men.
From childhood, he has been
devoted to the female form ,

with particular interest in legs.
When he learn s about an
island which is only inhabited
by women, h e d eclar es he
would like to go t here. " I
would make them i;tccept me,"
he vows.
One night he decides to
write his memoirs after being
rej ected by a woman his own
age who confesses she is
attracted to only younger men.
Bertrand expects to be turned
down by younger women, but
it is the refusal by someone his
own age that sets his autobiography in motion.
He sends out his manuscript
to be typed as he finishes ' it
little· by little. The woman
typist finally cannot go on
wit h t he job. She complains
t h at all his t riumphs are
interchangeable.
She may see them like that
and Bertrand may write of
them as if they . were interchangeable, but the manner in
which Truffaut presents the
women in the skirt-chaser's life
are anything but carbon
copies. Each is fresh, distinct
and totally individual.
Truffaut handles the story
with deft, humorous strokes.
·From the start he is on . the
side of Bertrand . At his
funeral, which is only attended
by women, Truffaut appears
on the screen and tips his cap
to the hearse bearing Bertrand 's body into the cemetery.
.
Yet the film is less a look at
Bertrand's success with women, but rather his failure
with himself. The man has
become like the ship models he
tests in a laboratory for stress.
He is caught and tossed by the
artificial waves of his desires.
He is a man totally "be-

IL
Truffau t has assem b led wife is b rutally ra ped and
more at tractive women for this murdered by desperados.
But the camera doesn' t '
picture than you will be able to
find in five James Bond films dwell on the violence. We see
the gun fire, but do not hear
put together. The story of a
girl-watcher demands there be the shot . Lelouch focuses our
enough girls to watch, and attention on the horror of the
while this seemingly appears a moment and the deed rather
chauvinistic approach, Ber- than exploit the bloodletting.
Likewi,se, in the murder of
trand does not abuse the
women. He brings a little joy Caan 's wife (played by Jenniinto their lives and they in fer Warren), we ·are witnesses
turn serve to make his life to the vileness of the outlaws
and terror of t he woman .
Bertrand is a mass of useful.
THE MAN WHO LQVED Lelouch has the camera follow
contradictions. He witnesses a
WOMEN is entertaining on a the action but not participate.
wedding and remarks on its
humorous
level _and disturbing
Lelouch's camera is always
futility. Yet he counsels a
in its deeper ironies. This_film the unseen observer. The
fellow employee not to get a
features the darker side of · a actors do not look into · the
divorce and give the marriage
brilliant French director and camera. There are no direct
some more time.
can
be seen currently at the close-ups of one actor speaking
It is this quality that
to another. Everything we see
attracts the attention of the - Biograph Theatre~
Another film now 'playing in · is taken from an objective
female editor (Brigitte Fossey)
the Chicago area by a , distance.
to Bertrand's manuscript. She
ANOTHER MAN, ANOTHdefends his contradictions and prominent French director is
ANOTHER MAN, ANOTH- ER CHANCE has been a pet
will see his b?ok is published.
ER CHANCE. This is the project of this director for
many years. As a youth in
work of director CJ~ud~
louch, who is best recalled by Nazi-held Paris, he began his
education as a filmmaker by
his 1966 film, A MAN J\1u.1 h
attending as many films as
WOMAN.
ANOTHER MAN, ANOTH- possible. The western held a
ER CHANCE is also about particular fascination.
Considerable time and _effort
personal relationships between
the sexes. It stars James Caan has gone into this childhood
as a widowed 1870's frontier dream, filmed in Arizona and
. veterinarian and Genevieve California. Lelouch has capBujold -as a widowed immi- tured an authenticity of time
and place, all of which proves
grant photographer.
the more irritatin g by the
Lelouch has not made a wild
and woolly action 'Vestern, and glaring little choices Lelouch
has made.
those who attend looking for
What , for instance, was the
barroom brawls , gunfights ,
and . savage Indian uprisings
purpose of beginning t he film
ire forewarned . This film is a- in the present with James
spraw ling, leisurely epic of Caan as a modern-day photographer shooting an ad for a
migration, peril, children, a'nd
a gentle and respectful view of Cadillac hitched up to a team of
Belgian horses with female
personal choices· and feelings.
There is some traditional models standing a ro und in
frontier frocks? It proves too
western violence. Bujold's husband is murdered by an cutesy for Caan to complain
outlaw's family for taking a
picture of his hanging. Caan's
(Cont'd on page 5)

witched and bewildered" by
the female of the species. But
behind all his amusing stalkings is a sad and bitter irony.
One Christmas he spies a
former conquest and purposely
b umps into her. She is at once
1ery glad to see him. Unable
to handle the situation he
breaks off the conversation
pleading an imaginary date
who is waiting.

L~-

Coming December 23
\ t,

NORRIDGE 2 THEATRE
GOLD MILL 1 THEATRE
FORD CITY 2 THEATRE

RIDGE PLAZA 2.THEATRE
HARLEM-CERMACK 1 THEATRE
OLD ORCHARD 2 CHEATRE

BERMAN 2 THEATRE
DIANA 3 THEATRE
WOODFIELD 2 THEATRE
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Big Sister Laura,
You're the best Big Sister a girl
could have. I'm sorry if I let you
down - I really didn't mean to.
I'll always remember, you for the
kindness you showed me.
Little Sister Chris

free classifieds
lor sale

lost

For Sale - Handmade Sterling
Silver pendants $7 .00 Fancy
Sterling and gold-filled chains
$25.00 and up. 477-3776. Mon.
through Thur., ask for Sue.
For Sale - Two 14" H78
snow tires and rims, for General
Motors car. 1 yr. old. Like new.
$50.00 or the best offer. Call
489-5427 between 6-10 p.m.
For Sale - 2 BRAND NEW
(NEVER USED) CHEVY BLAZER RIMS (6-lug) $20.00 583-9670
Tommy
. For Sale - A HONEYWELL
STROBONAR 772
ELECTRONIC FLASH
NEVER
USED - $90.00.
ONE STROBO EYE - $20.00.
ONE ELECTRIC PRINT
DRYER - $14.00.
ALSO:
A PORT ABLE HAIR DRYER
- $10.00.
KITCHEN TABLE
AND
THREE CHAIS - $15.00. ,
TWO BABY CRIBS ' (NO
MATTRESS) - $15.00 each.
If interested, please call after 3:00
p.m. Phone 878-1485.
FOR SALE - 1968 Corvette
"Roadster". An endangered species. 427ci, 4¼ hp rdls. pwr. wnds,
,am/fm & more. A beautiful sports
car that has never seen snow. For
1 app. dial exk 505. An excel. buy
, for the right person. $4800.00.
Joe
FOR SALE - (2) brand new
Chevy Blazer rims. (for 6-lug)?
$20.00 583-9670.
Tommy

LOST - 1977 Hersey High School
ring. Silver, w /initials "DAC"
inside, & black stone. Lost in
lower level clasrm. bldg. wshm.
PLEASE return to game room
desk. Priceless sentimental value.
Five dollar reward.

yearbook
ALL 1977 GRADUATES:
Sign up for your yearbook picture
now!!! Appointments being taken
at the YEARBOOK OFFICE
E-043. Pictures to be taken the
week of November 28 through
December 2.

personals
To our new Little Sisters,
Congratulations on your initiation on Sunday. It's nice to see so
many beautiful girls wearing
T .K.E . Little Sister shirts.
T.K.E. Fratemitv
Mobey _& Starz,
What's your shClf' size?
Coolie & Boomer
Mi~e,
Heard you're in the pink!! Sorry
about that.
Love, Lucy
To #41 on Sheridan Road B-Ball,
SURPRISE!!! GOOD LUCK IN
YOUR NEW GAME!!!
Guess Who???!!
To the lover of Greeks, ·
Watch out for Nick's gym shoes
and Tony's Italian sausage.
Love,
Lunch at !'neon Wednesdays
Pitts,
Artie told me Ed was as slow as
molasses, but this is ridiculous.
Cheech y mi hermana

jobs
JOBS FOR PSYCH STUDENTS: A free job matching
service is available through the
Careers in Psychology Office.
Inquiries should be directed to
room S-313D.

To the Earth Science People:
You are fantastic, and great
people to know. You can really
come through when needed.
Thanks
Ann

Dear Seducer,
Thanks for a FANTASTIC
evening!
Signed Seducee
TUNA CAN:
Everybody's a little different,
that 's what makes life interesting.
Not everybody likes soup!!!!!!
Thanks for the beautiful weekend.
Besides (close your eyes) isn't 2½
better than 3????????????
150/ 100
To Dick Q:
Musburger and Morris have
definitely something to worry
about!
The Big Greek
DEAR SAM,
I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH .
THANKS FOR BEING · SO
WONDERFUL .
LOVE,PEGGY
To Maureen,
I got the sweetest hangover,
I don't want to get over!
Your personal bodyguard

LILA,
JIM
KARIN,
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
ROBERT REDFORD
SUEB.,
You smile too much.
WAR!WAR!WAR!
Don't make me laugh.
IDIOTS

COUPON

FREE -

1 Pitcher of Beer with the purchase
of a Medium Pizza.

FREE -

2 Pitchers. of Se er · with the
purchase of a Large Pizza.

504 OFF -

Any Luncheon O,de,.

SUNDAY-

MovieNite,10:30p.m.

TUES . & THURS;. _:

Llu,es Nile. All
:.inescorted ladies pay SC for a dri nk.

LOUNGE-PUB
5338 N. Lincoln
784-9638 .

SWAN LAKE,
Just two weeks from today. I
can hardly wait.
GUSTER
SUEB.,
Don't look over my shoulder.
You have to wait until Friday.
JAMES
SUANNE,
OK for you.
THE PHANTOM

To the Nobility of Fargonia and
.other places:
Since the first day of the week
must be a 4 foot day, Tuesday has
been declared the first day of the
week, Person your pipes.
King of the World

Professional Typist §
§
18 M Selectric
§

~u could be on
a scholarship.·
, An Air Force ROTC two-year
·1 scholarship pays your tuition
• and gives you $100 a month
· • allowance. A1 1d it picks up the
tc1b for books and lab fees ,
1 as well.
After college. yo u'll receive a
commission in the Air Force
go on to additiona l,
~pecial ized training
as
you get your stari as a~ /\ :r
·Force olficer. The:c'I! be
good pay an d responsib ili ty,
and iots of other benefits .
and a great qp portunity to
serve your country .
It ail starts right here . .iQ
college - in the Air Forc,1 '·

1
I

i

,

Call: Capt. Charles Denol)o
312- 567-3525

Air force ROTC

December will be one , Clf the
happiest times of my school life. I
shall have completed all requiremen t s for gra dua tion. I ha v e
regrets but I shall try to change,
knowing now what I should have
known then.
Zimri

~

Next year

ROTC

Lips,
There are not -enough hours in a
day, Days in a week, weeks in a
month, Months in a year . ._. . to
tell YOU how much I care.
LOVE ,
Your Patty with The J.N. Knees

Dear Cheryl.
You could have called me on the
night of Nov. 17. I still ' hope to
take you out soon, so give me a
chance.
HOPING,
4876643
P .J>.S. If you don't want to be
bothered, write back!
Dear Fungus,
Thanks for letting me share
your locker with you.
YOUR FRIEND ALWAYS,
BLACK JESUS
To the greatest fans around,
Just a note to thank you for
your support and to show my
gratitude. You're the best!
Your friend Nick Calogeropoulos
Bill.
Did you pick your bands yet?
LOOK AT HE CHOICES!
G

Charlette,
Did you choose any bands
yet???
M
Michael,
I'm proud to have you for a big
brother even though you drool
over my little girl!
Love, Braless Babe
Jeff,
Don't let the smoothness of
Valentino jeopardize the love you
have ·for your husband. Your
lifetime bodyguard.
Mutt
Mixed-up Mexican,
Finding what you want isn't as
difficult as you think . You ' re
heading toward an unstable and
empty conquest.
Aquarius
Deanna,
As t he guys dribble and drool
over your beauty , I know there's a
special place in your heart for liitle
special· place in your heart for Ii ttle
me.
Gimma a kiss, YAK

f":<Q,<Q,..q-...q,~«7>'-0~

Nurses

cove

~-------------------------,

To the Court Jester and Court
Composer:
King of the World
King of the World
P.S. (Got it right) Kim is the
best.

You should stop smoking.

lhiidden
OPEN AT·
11 AM DAILY

To Mr. Bari Sax, [Scott L.],
I've been admiring you from
afar for some time. YOU are a very
thoughtful person and you also
have a wonderful sense of humor.
Perhaps some day I 'II get to know
you even better. I can't sign my
·name, because I'd be too embarrassed. I guess I'm just . . . .
Your Shy Secret Admirer

Y.B.er's
Thanks, but please no more of
this on Monday nights. (or any ·
other week night) Besides I'm still
not used to it.
K.S.

JAMES

OPEN FOR LIINCH

OttisGet well soon - you're no fun
Go ,see the opera and find out
when you're sick. Don't worry
who visits Mr. Scrooge in his
about "What's his face?" with
'bedroom in the middle of the
your great looks (would you
night.
believe - charm?) you'll have so _
many guys that you'll have to
To Mary D.
beat them off with a club . HAPPY
You got -no step.
THANKSGIVING!
The kid.
Joyce's friend

Elvis Junior,.
There'•s no need for concern. I
fell in "like" after the movies. I'm
hooke.d! You're my kind of
husband.
· Babe

WOODY,
So, what do you think of Honor
Societies?
JAMES CAGNEY

To The Cutie With The Long Grey
Coat,
.. •<-.
Your smile is electrifying. How l
about saying "HI" once in awhile?
In the hall or may be even in
History on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
The One Who Smiles Back

i

677-7748

Steve,
There is a good group of bands
to choose fr om. DID YOU
CHOOSE ANY YET???
Bill

J

~,q,~~,.q,.q,.q,,,q-,
.:.
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DA-ALDO

UNISEX HAIR DESIGNING
A $3.00 discount to all UNI students with
the presentation of t~is coupon.
Sat. - Wed. 9- 5, Thurs. & Fri. 9- 7
6152 N. Lincoln, Call: 463-6050
Valid until the end ·of the winter trimester

Stu,
Thanks for the wonderful night
on the town. I had me a real good
time! I appreciate you paying my
cab fare home.
I still love you,
MaggieM.
To Linda Space Crash Toke Toke
Toke SNIFF:
You and the kangaroo of your
choice are invited to wonder over
they countryside in the spirit of
gonzo la - da - doo ....:. da. Be
sure to hang a moon.
Court Jester
P.S. PLE A SE TAKE l0BH!
Before I get tough.
Donna Ciampi,
Was that you in the library on
Nov . 17? Remember me from good
old G.B .'s? Write back.
Linda K.
P .S . Woodside Ranch . .. ... ... .
DEAR HOBBIT,
SOMETIMES TO KEEP IT
TOGETHER YOU 'VE GOT TO
LEA VE IT ALONE.
ZIGGY
The Ping Pong Champ,
Thank you for all the pleasurable evenings we've had so far. I
hope to see them continue. You 're
a joy to be with.
Love,
Your Enthusiastic Pupil
To The Court Jester:
Do this and more. DOO-YEA!
AAH! I ' m Falling! BONGS
AW A Y! Stop It! But I can't stop
it!
Earl of Sandwich

To the new Frater& of T.K.E.·
Congratulations on your initiation Sunday. We're proud to have
you in the fraternity. Let's all
work together and make next
semester even mo re successful
than this one for T .K.E .
T.K.E. Fraternity
SUNSHINE GIRL:
Though snow may cover the
ground, my leaf is eternally green!
LOVE, TIGER PANTS
Jolienne:
Happy Belated Birthday to the
sweetest and the lovliest. Kisses,
Happy Belated Birthday to the
sweetest and the lovliest.
Kisses, The Beautiful Bitch

Bob O'Donnell;
T .K_,E. #103, Hey babe, you
looked gorgeous at the Sunday
night ceremony. I 'd like to see
more of you.
Love, the lady with
the hooker boots
Libby,
Love ya big sister ! Thank you
ever so much for the eggie poo.
Hugs, Kathleen
Rick,
Visited any interesting tents
lately, or are you still looking for
that needle in the hay?
In your Dreams
To Val,
Hang in there, you're doing fine,
and you are worth the effort. You
are a beautiful lady.
Your "third" daughter
FOUND - 11/28 . in Classroom
Bldg. 2 dark green wool mittens.
Owner, c~ll ext. 771.

To His Highness, The King of the
World:
I humbly accept the position of
D.S.,
Earl of Sandwich, and hope that
You're playing both sides against
thru my dealings with lettuce,
mayo, (a_nd who could forget) . the middle and you're not fooling
anyone;
pizza, I may in some mall way
spread the words of all loonies. To Eileen,
(especially those who eat)
A toast to Eileen
Earl of Sandwich whose beauty can be seen
beca·1se without her
Dear Di,
the little · sisters
the only thing iovelier than your would still be calling
name is you.
us sirs,
Si I 'm glad 'they all pulled
through
Denita,
as all can see
Buy a FLY SWATTER! !
to become new little sisters
Connie and Ann of T .K.E .
Michael
Ivan,
Still working a t the Russian Ann,
Embass y ? Say " Zdrastvui " to
Don't let this Grand guy just
your friend Tom.
pass you by so when the time is
"Incognito" right, grasp him tight.- And if you
TO :
The Girl with a Reputation. Do
It In A Van !!
"Incognito"
FOR S AL E - 19 74 Triumph
Spi tfire. Must Sell. $2000.00 or
best offer. Call 696-3799. ·
FOR SALE - Yashika L D 6
Movie Camera w/ zoom lense.
Brand new - never used . $75.00.
692-7458.

think your "Johnny " is the most';
offer him some Milktoast! I hope
you understand I don 't want you
to be mad, but if you are - Toooo
Baaad !
Cat
"Fll>M/Ori & P,._t, for AU

§ JHC J.t

...,..,,., • '

.Jt JE J[.t

Jf? ~ 0 JllJC §1[: §
3358 West Bryn Mawr
h1cag o.111 478-8276

TY PIST
728-8430

10¾ DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

BOOM-BOOM,
The monk says "HI!"
An Informed Source
POSITION WANTED - Biology
Tutor - I will tutor students
having difficulti,es in ANATOMY,
_GENETICS or POPULATIONS.
Reasonable fee. If you 're interested in hiring a biology tutor, call
DALE at ext. 713, and leave your
name and home phone number. I
w~ll contact you.
TO THE GIRLS IN LSA,
You and your friends are really
slobs.
THE GUYS IN T.K.E. ARE
REALLX UNIQUE BECAUSE
EVERYBODY IN IT ARE
DIRTY SLOBS.
_Mele,
Guess wha t? Chri s tm as is
definitely on it's way.
Label

When darkness grips you in its
cold, black embrace and morbid
thoughts control your mind, turn
on the lights. After all, this isn't
New York. It can 't happen here.
Zimri
Nora,
Thanks for all the help, you are
appreciated.
A Friend.
To Rich Heinz,
I know how much you wanted a
personal, so here it is. I want you
to know that you are one of the
kindest and most understanding
friends I have. Your delightful
sense of humor and your warm
smile can bring suns hine to even
the gloomiest of days. I' m ·very
lucky to have you as my ·friend.
Froni a Friend
Boom-Boom,
Will you do some lunch- room art
for Me???
T.G.

Crazy Kay ,
You made it and I'm really glad.
Keep up the good work you cutie.
Love, You're Big Sis

To Whom It May Concern:
The Lord Hig h Ruler of
Closbigh Kingdom will make a
rare public (I mean public REALLY!) appearance 11/ 23 between 0900 and 1100 hours in the
chamb ers of the horny horse,
attired in, among others, a pair of
blanched suspenifers. Please do
not bring . flowers .
Yours. Truly

Angie,
Well you finally made it.
Congratulations and keep up the
good work. '
Love, You're Big Sis
Joliene,
I guess crying can really work
t hings out for some people. I'm a
living ~xample.
Love, Libby

2nd fl . crew,
Hi , How you all doing?????

s.c.

To All the New T.K:E. Little
Sisters,
Hope things weren't too rough
for you on Sunday. I just·lwpe all
of you feel it was worth it. I know
for me it was.
Love, One of the old ones

Worser & Worser:
You have proven to be a welcome addition to the office.
"Infamous", but shy.
Dear ST AGEPLA YERS,
, ZOWIE!!! For a MAGNANIMOUS performance, for being so
generally FANTASTIC , and for
our friendship, THANKS !!! !!
· The Person From Lighting, 'Zap'

--------------.--/

HOUSE SALE Beautiful
hand-carved walnut dining room
set , $1800, Moving - 2 chairs,
Franciscan dishes (complete set),
silver, collectibles , bedspreads ,
heavy aluminum cooking u~nsils,
clothes (also size 5 1940's), etc.
8643 Trumbull, Skokie, 674-1853.
Dec. 3 and 4, 10 a .m. to 4.

J.C.
"Baby, you 're the Best . . .' '
C.L.
L.M.
Hope you have the best season
ever.
L.F.

Certified Tutor English teacher
available fo-:_ help with all writing
problems . Proof reading and
correcting. Reasonable rates,
299-7409 or 235-3839.
·

SUNSHINE GIRL :
If everyone could make HOT
CHOCOLATE as good as you,
war would be a thing of the past!
LOVE ,
TIGER PANTS

Commie,
You stol~ my boyfriend. I'll get
revenge.
Liz

L.
Enjoy yourself, enjoy yourself,
enjoy yourself with me.

L.
To Court Artist:
It ' s come to my at t ention .
ATTENTION! At ease . That
you've been working t(wo) hard. It
is therefore (no herefore) decided
(undecided) that a display of your
art work be put on display (where
have I seen/ t hat word before)
throughout t he kingdom.
· court Jester P .. S .. Your mother wears toenail
remover!
Larry Bernstein:
Thanks for letting me tag along
over the weekend. I had a really
super time. · I o~e ya !!!
RB
To the Most Honorable King of
Fargonia :
My deepest and most humble
thanks to you for considering me
an equal loony. Be careful of the
Bandersnatch and talking creampuffs.
Harpo, L.H.R. of Closbigh
Kingdom
CHUCK:
So near and yet so far!
Love CAT

HI . . ...

sssssssssssssssssssssss

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

cccccccccccccccccccccc
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LOVE
OLDMAN

·i

Professional Typist
18 M Selectric
677-7748
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Dear Rose M.
You mean a very great deal to
me, so don 't you forget it! It's
going to be a very cold winter, so
don't stay too long in -Las Vegas.
Love,
Your man , JUAN

Denita,
If Martino's shoe fi ts, wear it.
Dr. H. Kiang

lUNCH-DINNEI
LATE SNACKS

0

PIZZA

l
D
E

IN THE PAN

A

T

BEER• COCKTAILS• WINE

M

( ho, hro, led Gulhhurqe-r \
R,la • Ch u k,•n • Sleo h

0

:t~!

--------------

To Larry [with the white socks),
HELLO!
From the Lady in the glass house.
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3336 West Bryn Maw r - 478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 11 am-2pm

.

•

I
Subm arine.Sa ndwiches
- - - - - - -I Delicious
Homem'adeChili-l ce Cream
I
. f• _f.i f ◄
I
I
H om emad e Soup
I 1.,..fi[
L.:.. L:.
1/. L.:.. LL
THI S WEEK ON L y
.
I
I
I
(L~~~~fo~ i~kues~~o~~l~~~~~:;
I FREE YOU GAR T CONE I
--,--------"-----I
w 1ni~PURC HASE,OF ANY
I
1 A LSO.: . Veg etarian 's Deli ghts
I SANDW ICH, RASB ERRY
I Moe, Larry, Cheese (4 ch eeses melted) I
STRAWBER RY, LEMON
·I
I
M MMMMM MMMMMMMGood!
■ ---•------.I
1•enny wise& Jtonn~ Coolish
~

0

---1

Ne w Hou rs:9: 30 a mto 7:30p m
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Grid1nen .reflect on conference
win and pronrising future

sports
-T eam eff ort aids
•
•
in cage w i n
by Pete Shimao
The Eagles of Northeastern ·
posted their first victory of the
season with a 102-99 win over
McKendree College last Saturday. It was t he Bearcat s '
homecoming and first game of
their season.
The Eagles got off to a slow ·
start as the Home team rallied
on by a full house of Bearcat
fans, pulled out to an early
advantage. The combination of
poor shot selection and the
inability of the - ball to go
through the hoop for Northeastern proved to be the key to
a 19 point UNI deficit midway
through the first half. Coach
DeVincent revised the team's
strategy at this point and had
the perimeter men go inside to
center Tyrome Rutues, who led
the slow Northeastern comeback. And despite an overall
poor first half performance, the
Eagles trailed by only 5
points, 51-46, at the intermission.
The second half saw the
visitors pull ahead for the first
time. The Eagles went on top
early in the half, as Lamarr
Mondane get a few shots to
{all, and. Rutues continued to
dominate in the middle. A slim
lead was maintained by UNI

t hroughout the remainder of
the game unt il McKendree
took a one point leaa witn 1ess
than 2 minutes remaining.
Again it· was center Tyrone
Rutues who gave Northeastern
t he lead back - this time for
good, and Lamarr Mondane
put it on ice, cashing in on
both ends of a one-and-one
with seconds remaining. With
:01 remaining, Rutues dunked
one home to give the Eagles a
102-99 victory. It was a
tremendous individual effort
by the · 6'7" senior pivitman,
who lead the cause with 41
points and 19 rebounds, and
frustrated the McKendree defense completely. Lamarr Mondane, Mr. Clutch, fin ished
strong with 28 points.
It was a team effort that
made the victory possible.
With forward Lemard Robert·
son fouling ou t midway
through the second half, Coach
DeVincent was able to go to
his bench without hurting the
team. This was not the case in
the Lakeland opener. The
defense could use still -some
improvement; but despite an
overall less t han mediocre
showing, the victory was
satisfying.

Cagers lose despite
Mondane showing
by John Stepal
Northeastern's cagers ventured into the "Land of t he
Giants" on November 22 when
they traveled to Whitewater,
Wisconsin for a game with the
UWW Warhawks. Despite
Lamarr Mondane's 25 points
and the Eagles' strong showing in the second half,
Whitewater was just too much
for UNI , as the 102-84 final
score indicates.
The first half was a horror
s how . The Warhawks completely dominated all phases of
the game, from the offensive
and defensive boards to containing Mondane to scoring
with astonishing ease. UWW
was s coring two points· to
every one for the Eagles
(44-22 with 5:03 left). Whitewater had a tremerido-u s height
advantage, as all five of their
s tarters were taller than ours.
.Even worse was that UNI was
playing a gambling defense,
going for the steal. When . t his
didn't work, which was often,
t he result was a layup for t he
Warhawks.
Down 56-3a at halftime, the
Golden Eagles came back a
bit , preventing the game from
turning into a complete rout.
It was during this time that
Mondane began his incredible
display of sqooting. Most of
his shots came from about 25

feet, and it was largely because'
of "Money" that, UNI stayed
as close as they did.
. Even so, Northeastern could
not get closer than 16, as
W1¥tewater was just too good.
The Eagles did well to
outscore the Hawks by five
points in the second half.
Mondane ended up with 25,
followed by Sam Clark with
20, Tyrone Rutues with 12,
and Lenard Rqbertson with 10
points.
It is apparent that the
Golden Eagles are being
carried by Mondane, Clark,
and Rutues, and if they don't
get some production out of
their bench soon, 1977-78 could
be a long year.
Especially with Western
Illinois,_Wisconsin-Green Bay,
and the rest of the Eagles'
murderous schedule coming
up.

TYPING AND EDITING
FAST AND ACCURATE
$1.00 per page, doublespaced from typewritten copy. $5.00 per
hour for editing.
· Experienced Thesis &
Dissertation Typist,
thoroughly familiar
with Turabian.
EILEEN KENT, 549-5777

-- -

Although our football season is over, a last few words
about the 1977 Golden Eagles
is not out of place yet. ·It
sounds' corny, but Northeastern provided our university
with a Cinderella story, one
that we may not see again for
some time.
The sto9ry actually began
last summer, when football
came within an eyelash of
sh a ring the same fate as
hockey, which was dropped
from the athletic program. The
amount of money allocated for
athletics was so small that the
Athletic Board of Control was
forced to drop hockey from its
curriculum because of its high more suited to run a veer-type
cost. Football was second on offense. As the season prothe list to go. As it was, head . gressed, it became apparent
coach Dan Lanno had no that both had good ga~~s and
. scholarships to give out to bad games, and that the
incoming freshmen, but relied · contrast between the two. often
entirely on walk-ons and determined which one started
returning lettermen.
than particular Saturday. AlSo it came as a great so, several guys quit the squad
surprise that the squad was for all types of different
the largest ever to try out for reasons.
Northeastern football , and
Still, Northeastern eked out
even more of a shock when a one-point victory over EurUNI upset highly regarded eka, 14-13, to set up their
Ferris State, 21-17. The Eagles showdown w. ·h Milton. Before
had beaten Concordia easily · that, however. loomed a game
the week before, but · the at Saginaw v·i,1ley State,
Bulldog game gave the team which the Eagles lo.st, 13-0.
the confidence they needed, as The Eagles' once pote_n t
well as the knowledge they offense had been shut out for
could beat any team in t heir six quarters, and a ret urn to
class.
par was necessary if North·
Two consecutive losses to eastern was to have any
Lawrence and Grand Valley chance against Milton.
State did nothing to diminish
Northeastern's 24-23 victory
this feeling; as the Eagles o,ver the Wildcats gave them
came back the next week and the conference title. Not bad
destroyed Lakeland, 29-0, on for a school that had its first
the strenght of Bob Falk's team just three years ago. A
(conference) record-setting per- loss to Central State and a
formance of 313 yards rushing. victory over rival Illinois
This was a good way to go Benedictine brought Northirito the Eagles' four-game eastern 's final record to 6-4.
road trip , but they bega'n
If Northeastern improves as
running into problems. For one . much from this year to next as
thing, the familiar game of they did from 1976 to 1977,
"Who's the quarterback? "
they have n excellent chance of
became a reality, as sentiment going undefeated in '78.
.
seemed to be divided between
And to think they almost
freshman John Ireland, a dropped the sport!
conventional drop-back passer,
and Bob Perlowski, a junior

STIVERS TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
welcomes STUDENTS for office work.
CALL: Evanston : 47&3500, Golf Mill: 824-8313, Rogers Pk: 338-2832
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JV cagers
beat Lewis
by Dick Quagliano
The JV basketball team
overcame a fourteen point
deficit to defeat the Lewis
Flyers 82-74,. in a game played
here Wednesday, November
16.
Down at one point 27-13, the
Golden Eagles surged to a
two-point lead at the half,
mainty- O11 the strength of
strong rebounding by Nick
Calogeropoulos and Stan
Eames. The first half, however, was marred by poor
shooting by both teams.
The second half was a
completely different story.
With their ability to get the
ball inside, the Golden Eagles
increased their lead to twelve
points.
''The zone, really hurt
them ," said coach Gary Briars.
"And our shooting by Dick
Ruff helped. "
Ruff's 18 points, (16 in the
second· half), and Delford
~ewis' 23 paced the team to
victory. Dennis McGinley was
also in double figures with 11
points. In all, nine different
players scored, demonstrating
the team's bench strenght.
Briars added, "It was nice
to come back. " They'll have to
come back because their next
game is a rematch at Lewis
College, November 29. Game
time is at 6:00.

ATTENTION!!!
Locker refund and renewal will begin on
Wednesday, December 7, 1977 in The Game
Room. Last day for refunds and renewal of
lockers will be D·ecem ber_16, 1977.
NO REFUNDS OR RENEWAL AFTER DECEMBER 16, 1977
Dir~ct all questions to either The Game Room Manager at
Ext. 330 or Operations at Ext. 332.

